
Number Reference Address Description Logged Date Job Notes Status

11072640 Q45 NWAC 11/12/18

at the bus stop at Avila Park, Cappagh Road, 

stop number 4793 in Dublin 11

To ask the Manager if a drainage issue at the bus stop at Avila Park, Cappagh Road, 

stop number 4793 in Dublin 11 can be addressed, there is a need for better road 

drainage as when it rains there is a lot of water pooling here leading to people waiting 

being soaked when cars go by. 04/12/2018 17:54

2-Passed to 

Engineer

11072424 Q50 NWAC 11/12/18

from No 9 to No 53, in particular the section 

between Nos. 33 and 53

To ask the Manager to replace the footpaths on (details supplied) from No 9 to No 53, 

in particular the section between Nos. 33 and 53 where the trees are surrounded by 

large raised beds which has been covered in tarmacadam.  This tarmacadam is now 

in a sad state of repair as the tree roots are breaking through it. 04/12/2018 08:56

2-Passed to 

Inspector

11072423 Q39 NWAC 11/12/18

at the pedestrian crossing outside Our Lady of 

Victories National School

"To ask the Manager to provide details of the status of promised work (Details 

supplied)

Details: The long promised drainage work at the pedestrian crossing outside Our Lady 

of Victories National School

" 30/11/2018 11:33 Enquiry Resolved

11072422 Q29 NWAC 11/12/18 beside the tree at 2 Plunkett Drive

To ask the Manager to arrange for the trip hazard on the footpath beside the tree at 2 

Plunkett Drive to be repaired immediately. This request has been put in several times 

over last few years. 04/12/2018 08:52

2-Passed to 

Inspector

11072421 Q28 NWAC 11/12/18

Mellows Road between the Fire Station and 

entrance to Mellows Park (village side).

To ask the Manager to arrange for an inspection of the footpath on Mellows Road 

between the Fire Station and entrance to Mellows Park (village side). There is a trip 

hazard of approx. 2 inches due to concrete slab sinking. Can the Manager arrange 

this to be repaired asap. 03/12/2018 11:13

4-Inspection 

Completed

11072420 Q2 NWAC 11/12/18 outside the Shops in Shangan

To ask the Manager to prioritise the footpaths outside the Shops in Shangan as they 

are in very poor condition and a lot of elderly use them as they need access to the 

chemist. 30/11/2018 11:13 This is a matter for Road Design Enquiry Resolved

11071998 Q44 NWAC 20/11/18 Lindsay Grove

To ask the Manager if he will provide street name signs on either side of (details 

supplied) and will he ensure that these are the embossed variety as the paint wears 

off the non-embossed type. 19/11/2018 15:38 Enquiry Resolved

11071594 Q45 NWAC 20/11/18 21-31 Dunsink Road

To ask the Manager when paving works at a location (details supplied) will be 

completed in line with surrounding roads. 12/11/2018 15:39 Enquiry Resolved

11071593 Q34 NWAC 20/11/18 57 Ashington Gardens

To ask the Manager to confirm who carried out the path repair works at (details 

supplied) a number of months ago. (See attached photo) I am interested to find out if 

the reason for repair was subsidence, as the boundary wall at (details supplied) was 

removed by the Dangerous Buildings Section due to its precarious state. 12/11/2018 10:36 Enquiry Resolved

11071592 Q28 NWAC 20/11/18 Clonmel Road

To ask the Manager to repair the recently repaired footpaths on (details supplied) 

which has not been done adequately. 13/11/2018 15:15

all known footway defects have 

been added to works list and will 

be done in due course, Enquiry Resolved

11071591 Q20 NWAC 20/11/18 at junction of Barnamore Grove/Crescent To ask the Manager to repair the pothole at junction of Barnamore Grove/Crescent 13/11/2018 15:09

Job 41088809 - 05-Job 

Scheduled, Job has been 

allocated to Work Crew 

7-Job Passed to 

Crew

11071590 Q19 NWAC 20/11/18 74 Rathvilly Drive

To ask the Manager to arrange for a footpath repair at 74 Rathvilly Drive where the 

footpath is damaged. 13/11/2018 11:10 Enquiry Resolved

11071589 Q3 NWAC 20/11/18 o/s 124 Broombridge Road

To ask the Manager to repair the damaged footpaths on (details supplied) especially 

outside number 124. 13/11/2018 11:10 Enquiry Resolved

11071588 Q63 NWAC 20/11/18 outside 11 Glasnevin Drive

To ask the Manager will the Council ensure the footpath outside 11 Glasnevin Drive is 

properly reinstated. A water leak was fixed four months ago with a temporary tarmac 

patch. 22/11/2018 11:50

Referred to 

Utility/other Dept

11070533 Q64 NWAC 16/10/18

Pedestrian crossing at Our Lady of Victories 

National School, Ballymun Road, D9, both 

inbound and outbound.

To ask the Manager  if the provision of additional drains at a location (details supplied) 

in Dublin 9 can be expedited 10/10/2018 12:21 Enquiry Resolved
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11070381 Q52 NWAC 16/10/18 outside (8-10) St Pappin’s Road

To ask the Manager to provide an update on path repairs required outside (8-10) St 

Pappin’s Road. This footpath is raised very significantly by tree roots and roads and 

parks must find a way to resolve the situation. It is on a frequently used stretch of path 

leading to the local shops where there is a high ratio of senior citizens in the area. 

What level of priority has been given to this footpath and what is the expected 

timeframe for the priority level given. 10/10/2018 15:19

All known defects have been 

added to works list and will be 

done in due course, Enquiry Resolved

11070374 Q46 NWAC 16/10/18 St Canice’s Road, (FOLD housing, Ballygall

To ask the Manager to arrange to footpath to be repaired at (details supplied) outside 

the senior citizen’s complex. One of the senior citizens recently had a fall there. 10/10/2018 15:14

All known defects have been 

added to works list and will be 

done in due course, Enquiry Resolved

11070373 Q32 NWAC 16/10/18 67 Old Cabra Road

To ask the Manager can Road Maintenance organise the repair of the damaged road 

at (details supplied). Are these works covered by a contractual guarantee as the road 

was only resurfaced within the last couple of years. 15/10/2018 13:04

4-Inspection 

Completed

11070372 Q24 NWAC 16/10/18 outside Beneavin College

To ask the Manager to arrange for the footpaths outside Beneavin College to be re-

instated properly. This request was put in years ago and has not been completed as of 

yet. 16/10/2018 09:47

This has been added to a works 

list and will be done in due 

course based on priority, 6-Job Raised

11070370 Q23 NWAC 16/10/18 outside 222 Cappagh Road

To ask the Manager to arrange for the pothole outside 222 Cappagh Road to be 

repaired please. The hole itself is not huge but several people have tripped over it 

when walking from cars visiting people in neighbouring houses. 16/10/2018 08:44

Job 41087036 - Job Closed, Job 

has been allocated to Work 

Crew Enquiry Resolved

11070369 Q21 NWAC 16/10/18

at the entrance of Woodbank Road off Ratoath 

Road

To ask the Manager to arrange for the ramp at the entrance of Woodbank Road off 

Ratoath Road to be upgraded as it is one of the old red brick ramps and is badly 

deteriorated and still breaking up and leaving debris across the road 09/10/2018 11:14 Enquiry Resolved

11070366 Q12 NWAC 16/10/18 71 Dingle Road

To ask the Manager to repair the damaged roadway outside (details supplied) where 

the gully has sunk leaving a gap where residents have reported a number of people 

falling. 09/10/2018 11:17 Enquiry Resolved

11070365 Q7 NWAC 16/10/18 the Courts Poppintree

To ask the Manager to provide a schedule of works when and what is taking place in 

(details supplied).  A number of courts have had all the slabs repaired and they look 

great.  Residents in the remaining courts are wondering when their courts will be 

completed. 08/10/2018 12:56

This matter was referred to Area 

Office for Housing Maintenance Enquiry Resolved

11070361 Q6 NWAC 16/10/18 Fitzmaurice Road outside the shops

To ask the Manager to repair the footpaths outside the shops on (details supplied) as 

they are in a very poor condition. 19/10/2018 09:57

All known defecfs raised at this 

location will be done in due 

course, 6-Job Raised

11070348 Q69 NWAC 16/10/18 Shanowen Road between numbers 204-188

To ask the Manager to repair the pavements on (details supplied) between numbers 

204-188. This stretch is in particularly bad condition 16/10/2018 09:25

All known defects have been 

added to works list and will be 

done in due course, 6-Job Raised

11070344 Q67 NWAC 16/10/18 the green in Barry Park

To ask the Manager arrange for repair of the tarmac surface of the pathway around 

(details supplied).  It is currently in an awful state of repair and the top layer of tarmac 

is crumbling away. 08/10/2018 11:36 Enquiry Resolved

11070342 Q58 NWAC 16/10/18

Paths on St. Canice’s Road, Dublin 11, at 

entrance to Fold and Clarehaven

To ask the Manager if he will have the footpaths repaired at a location (detailed 

supplied) in Dublin 11, as the paths are a trip hazard for elderly residents. 10/10/2018 15:17

All defects have previously been 

added to works list and will be 

done in due course, Enquiry Resolved

11070341 Q57 NWAC 16/10/18

Section of pathway along Griffith Avenue, 

Dublin 9, starting at Walnut Rise and going 

westwards along Griffith Avenue as far as The 

Rise

To ask the Manager if he will have the footpath repaired at a location (detailed 

supplied) in Dublin 9, as the path is in a poor condition and dangerous 23/10/2018 15:08

Job 41087838 - 01-Job Raised, 

Defect Job created via 

Connector 6-Job Raised

11069620 Q18 NWAC 18/9/18 57 Plunkett Crescent

To ask the Manager to arrange for the tree at (details supplied) to be inspected and 

put on list for pruning. Can the Manager arrange for the footpath to also be inspected 

and repaired as it is in a poor condition due to tree roots 20/09/2018 15:02

Footpath raised on both sides 

previously scabbled on a works 

list will be done in due course, 

41085792 6-Job Raised

11069437 Q32 NWAC 18/9/18 St Canice's Road

To ask the Manager to report on the trees lifting on the footpath at (details supplied) 

Local resident contacted me. Had a look and there's severe tree lift on path. 14/09/2018 09:01 Jobs raised Enquiry Resolved

11069432 Q81 NCAC 17/9/18

Griffith Avenue, with specific reference to the 

south side of the Avenue between Malahide 

Road and Philipsburgh Terrace

“Can the Manager:

1.Confirm and acknowledge receipt of correspondence (attached) dated 06/06/18 

from (details supplied)

2.Provide an update on potential measures that can be piloted to address the issues 

raised and give a commitment to organise an onsite meeting to discuss further.”

18/09/2018 12:38

Referred to 

Utility/other Dept



11069187 Q72 NWAC 18/9/18 remainder of Casement Road, Finglas

To ask the Manager if he will give consideration to including the remainder of a 

location (details supplied), in the 2019 in major works programme for footpath and 

carriageway repair, to complete the portion of work  carried out under the current 2018 

programme? 12/09/2018 16:15 Enquiry Resolved

11069186 Q71 NWAC 18/9/18 between 27 and 29 Shanliss Road

To ask the Manager dish the footpath between 27 and 29 Shanliss Road. One side of 

this junction has been dished, but not the other site. See photo 24/10/2018 15:20

Job 41081567 - Job Closed, Job 

has been allocated to Work 

Crew Enquiry Resolved

11069185 Q69 NWAC 18/9/18

at the crossing from Shanvarna Road to 

Shanrath Road

To ask the Manager provide dishing of the footpath where the new footpath has been 

laid, at the crossing from Shanvarna Road to Shanrath Road. 18/09/2018 14:28

Job 41085684 - 01-Job Raised, 

Defect Job created via 

Connector 6-Job Raised

11069184 Q67 NWAC 18/9/18 Clune Road

To ask the Manager to outline if (details supplied), particularly the even numbers side, 

is due to receive resurfacing work. 13/09/2018 11:07 Enquiry Resolved

11069183 Q66 NWAC 18/9/18

in Ballygall Parade, particularly those around 

the maisonettes

"To ask the Manager can the remaining lanes in (details supplied)

which are made of tarmac and are breaking up be resurfaced.

" 13/09/2018 14:46 Enquiry Resolved

11069181 Q27 NWAC 18/9/18 Darling Estate and the Paddocks To ask the Manager to fix the paths in (details supplied). 24/10/2018 15:18

Job 41085146 - Job Closed, Job 

has been allocated to Work 

Crew Enquiry Resolved

11069180 Q25 NWAC 18/9/18 Bannow Road

To ask the Manager to extend the new pathways to the rest of (details supplied) as 

only half the Road was done earlier in the year. 13/09/2018 11:06 Enquiry Resolved

11069179 Q21 NWAC 18/9/18 112 Faussagh Road To ask the Manager to arrange to have the pathway fixed at (details supplied) 20/09/2018 15:07

Treetrip repair needed, 

41085797 6-Job Raised

11069178 Q15 NWAC 18/9/18 North Road and Brookville Estate

To ask the Manager to arrange for the necessary funding to be provided to re-instate 

the roads and footpaths on the (details supplied).This was promised years ago and 

has not been followed through on. 25/09/2018 09:54

All known defects have been 

added to works list and will be 

done in due course, Enquiry Resolved

11069176 Q11 NWAC 18/9/18 Dunsink Gardens

To ask the Manager to arrange for the footpaths at  (details supplied) to be 

repaired/reinstated. There have been several accidents on this road due to the uneven 

surface. 25/09/2018 10:27

All potholes in tar margins have 

now been filled in , Enquiry Resolved

11069175 Q78 NWAC 18/9/18 outside 55 North Road, Finglas

To ask the Manager to arrange to have a footpath at a location repaired (details 

supplied) as it has become a serious trip hazard for elderly residents 14/09/2018 09:06 Job raised Enquiry Resolved

11069116 Q28 NCAC 17/9/18

footpath between Church Ave & entrance to All 

Hallows (Soccer matches days in Tolka Park)

"“Can the Manager please examine situation of new estate as (details supplied) and 

say

d.say if the wide footpath at details C is a private landing as buses etc park there 

particularly on soccer match days

" 18/09/2018 12:57 reply sent Enquiry Resolved

11068761 Q107 NWCM 3/9/18

at the entrance to the first cul-de-sac on 

Shangan Green: “Nos. 1-18 Shangan Green".

To ask the Chief Executive will the council install a street sign at the entrance to the 

first cul-de-sac on Shangan Green: “Nos. 1-18 Shangan Green". Since the DCU in the 

Community building and the apartments were built, this little cul-de-sac has been cut 

off from the rest of Shangan Green, and Emergency Services in particular have 

problems finding the homes, when needed. 24/10/2018 08:05

Job 41087896 - 05-Job 

Scheduled, Job has been 

allocated to Work Crew 

7-Job Passed to 

Crew

11068760 Q106 NWCM 3/9/18 adjacent to 15 Shangan Green

To ask the Chief Executive to fix the footpath adjacent to 15 Shangan Green. It’s badly 

broken up and there are at least two wheelchair users in this cul-de-sac that find it 

difficult to get across this section of footpath. 29/08/2018 15:44

Job 41084229 - 05-Job 

Scheduled, Job has been 

allocated to Work Crew 

7-Job Passed to 

Crew

11068345 Q20 NWCM 3/9/18

outside Manhattan Peanuts Ltd. on St. 

Margarets Road

To ask the Chief Executive if he will arrange for the bollards outside Manhattan 

Peanuts Ltd. on St. Margarets Road to be inspected and repairs carried out where 

needed and for all bollards to be painted. 07/09/2018 09:42

All ballards have now been 

painted ,

Resolved - No 

Further Action

11067135 Q74 NCAC 16/7/18

"Griffith Avenue (from junction with Malahide 

Road and Drumcondra Road) Dublin 9.

"

“Can the Manager please refer to my question 17 at the May 2018 Area committee 

meeting 	and explain why a more appropriate/sensitive material was not used such 

as that which was used on Fade Street (see picture attached) as opposed to the less 

attractive concrete and tarmac that was used.” 26/07/2018 11:54 Reply sent Enquiry Resolved



11067115 Q21 NCAC 16/7/18 the lower end of Griffith Avenue

"Regarding the lower end of Griffith Avenue and the wooden borders there Residents 

have requested their removal as they are unsightly and also a danger to school 

	children and the elderly. Children have tripped over them and in some cases have 

cut themselves on the wood and steel that support these borders.Motorists are of the 

opinion that these wooden borders were put in to aid car parking. They feel the border 

provides their cars with protection. As a result cars are now 	parking on the grass 

verges more regularly and for longer periods.They have become damaged over the 

years with cars constantly driving into them. Griffith Avenue is a beautiful avenue and 

these wooden borders are giving it a dreadful look.It might be an idea to raise the path 

at the edge of the grass verges to prevent cars driving from the road onto these same 

grass areas. This has been done in the I.F.S.C. 	to great effect. This type of solution 

would be cost effective in the long term and also more aesthetically acceptable.

" 26/07/2018 11:55 Not road maintenance issue

Referred to 

Utility/other Dept

11067082 Q63 NWAC 17/7/18 6 Rathvilly Park

To ask the Manager to arrange for the pothole and broken paths to be repaired 

outside (details supplied). 11/09/2018 08:27

Job 41084467 - Job Closed, 

7×1, 4×1.5, pothole 1 completed 

on 30/8/18 Enquiry Resolved

11067081 Q62 NWAC 17/7/18 10 Hazelcroft Green

To ask the Manager to arrange for the paths outside of (details supplied) to be 

repaired as they are in very poor condition. 20/09/2018 14:51

according to our records 

Hazelcroft Green is not in charge 

of Dublin City Council Enquiry Resolved

11067080 Q80 NWAC 17/7/18 Carton Way outside Ballymun Industrial Estate To fix the potholes at Carton Way outside Ballymun Industrial Estate 13/07/2018 09:47 Enquiry Resolved

11067079 Q76 NWAC 17/7/18 Ballymun Road, adjacent to the Rise

To ask the Manager to fix the manhole cover on the Ballymun Road, adjacent to the 

Rise. The cover has been sprayed for attention, but no work done. The cover is 

causing a lot of noise every time a car goes over it, and it is keeping the local 

residents awake. 13/07/2018 09:47 Enquiry Resolved

11067078 Q73 NWAC 17/7/18 4 Casement Park

To ask the Manager about the badly damaged pathway due to tree roots at (details 

supplied) 19/07/2018 10:26 Previously completed ,

Resolved - No 

Further Action

11067077 Q72 NWAC 17/7/18 Cappagh Avenue To ask the Manager about the badly damaged pathway at Cappagh Avenue 19/07/2018 10:19

All known defects have been 

added to works list and will be 

done in due course, Enquiry Resolved

11067076 Q46 NWAC 17/7/18

Shanard Avenue outside 86, left hand side as 

you turn off Collins Avenue

To ask the Manager to review a raised path on Shanard Avenue outside 86, left hand 

side as you turn off Collins Avenue. A significant shoulder has appeared due to root 

	lift. 24/09/2018 15:14

Job 41084471 - 05-Job 

Scheduled, Job has been 

allocated to Work Crew 

7-Job Passed to 

Crew

11067074 Q7 NWAC 17/7/18

Coultry Road between the Centra Shop and 

Coultry Lawn

to cut the scrubs on Coultry Road between the Centra Shop and Coultry Lawn as it 

obstructing traffic and to repair the ramp on Coultry Road outside Coultry Grove as it 

is in very poor condition. 18/09/2018 09:41

Ramp has been added to works 

list and will be done in due 

course shrubs is a parks issue , 

41082685 6-Job Raised

11067073 Q3 NWAC 17/7/18 outside Shan Cara on St. Canices Road to repair the footpath 06/09/2018 12:40

Multiple defects exist for this 

location Enquiry Resolved

11067072 Q1 NWAC 17/7/18 Finglas Place and Ballygall Avenue

when the remaining footpaths in Finglas Place and Ballygall Avenue will be repaired.  

They are in a very poor condition.  Can you also please examine the junction of 

Finglas Place and Ballygall Avenue as tarmac has been badly laid even on a 

temporary basis. 10/09/2018 15:04

Survay done footpaths in 

reasonable condition at present 

as per photo,s attached, Enquiry Resolved

11066702 Q77 NWAC 2/7/18 31 Violet Hill Road

To ask the Chief Executive to arrange for the reinstatement of the path across from 

(details supplied) The resident there has recently had surgery and is worried about 

using this path to get around because it is in a bad state. 27/06/2018 12:23 Job 41080773 - 01-Job Raised 6-Job Raised

11066692 Q89 NWCM 2/7/18

"at the LUAS Broombridge stop around the 

junction of Bannow/Broombridge Rds

"

To ask the Chief Executive, if there can be public domain improvements at the LUAS 

Broombridge stop around the junction of Bannow/Broombridge Rds 26/06/2018 09:51 Enquiry Resolved

11066635 Q88 NWCM 2/7/18

the corner of Broombridge/Bannow Rds (at the 

LUAS station)

To ask the Chief Executive, if work can be done to improve the accessibility of the 

footpath at the corner of Broombridge/Bannow Rds (at the LUAS station). There is a 

raised drain here that takes up a large section of the footpath, it is difficult for those 

with prams & wheelchairs to move along this section of the footpath. 26/06/2018 09:44

The matter has been referred to 

Drainage Enquiry Resolved

11066634 Q110 NWCM 2/7/18

at the corner of Court at Nos. 14-16 Claremont 

Court

To request that the large section of footpath at the corner of Court at Nos. 14-16 

Claremont Court, that was dug up in the past few weeks, be properly repaired by the 

City Council. A really poor temporary resurfacing was placed there- which is entirely 

unsuitable to the purpose intended. 26/06/2018 09:50

his is not a matter for Road 

Maintenance to reinstate. It 

should be referred to IW. Enquiry Resolved



11066633 Q109 NWCM 2/7/18

between numbers 153 and 157 Claremont 

Court

To ask the Chief Executive to have fixed the pavement between numbers 153 and 

157 Claremont Court. The pavement is lifting and is a trip hazard at this point 27/06/2018 15:17

Job 41080771 - 01-Job Raised, 

Defect Job created via 

Connector 6-Job Raised

11066632 Q108 NWCM 2/7/18

between numbers 51 and 61 Claremont 

Crescent

To ask the Chief Executive to have fixed, the pavement between numbers 51 and 61 

Claremont Crescent. This damaged footpath has been a trip hazard for residents for 

quite some time. 27/06/2018 15:17

Job 41080770 - 01-Job Raised, 

Defect Job created via 

Connector 6-Job Raised

11066631 Q107 NWCM 2/7/18

at the entrance to Claremont Estate, Glasnevin, 

outside of Number 4 Claremont

To ask the Chief Executive to have fixed, the hole at the entrance to Claremont 

Estate, Glasnevin, outside of Number 4 Claremont.  

It was damaged during the snow storms, and has been a source of considerable 

frustration to residents ever since. 27/06/2018 15:17

Job 41080769 - 01-Job Raised, 

Defect Job created via 

Connector 6-Job Raised

11066508 Q37 NWCM 2/7/18 Nephin Road To ask the Chief Executive to repair the damaged road surface on Nephin Road? 04/07/2018 16:23 Job 41071592 - 01-Job Raised 6-Job Raised

11065975 Q75 NWAC 19/6/18 outside 10 Glendun Road to arrange for the path repairs outside 10 Glendun Road 13/06/2018 12:01 Enquiry Resolved

11065974 Q70 NWAC 19/6/18 57 and 69 Clonmel Road

to confirm when the path at 57 and 69 Clonmel Road will be repaired. This has been 

requested numerous times and most recently, I made this request on 4th September 

2017 in my Questions to the Chief Executive. 18/09/2018 09:43 41082295 6-Job Raised

11065972 Q69 NWAC 19/6/18 21 St Pappin’s Road

to arrange for path repair at 21 St Pappin’s Road where the tree has uprooted the path 

and is a tripping hazard. Can it also be confirmed what level of priority will be given 

and the estimated timeframe for the works to be completed 03/12/2018 10:17

Job 41080715 - 16-Work 

Completed - Site Clear, Job has 

been allocated to Work Crew 8-Job Completed

11065971 Q68 NWAC 19/6/18 no 8-10 St Pappin’s Road

to confirm what level of priority the path at no 8-10 St Pappin’s Road (previously 

reported months ago) has been given and when the works are expected to be 

completed. Will a tree removal and replacement be necessary 26/06/2018 10:46

No 8 is private landing,defect 

exists for no 10 Enquiry Resolved

11065970 Q59 NWAC 19/6/18 outside 112 Kinvara Park. to arrange to have the damaged roadway repaired outside 112 Kinvara Park. 28/07/2018 08:13

Job 41082559 - 05-Job 

Scheduled, Job has been 

allocated to Work Crew

7-Job Passed to 

Crew

11065969 Q58 NWAC 19/6/18 Connaught Street to arrange to have all potholes repaired on Connaught Street 28/08/2018 12:52 Road fully resurfaced,

Resolved - No 

Further Action

11065968 Q54 NWAC 19/6/18 Hazelcroft Road

To ask the Manager to arrange for an inspection of the potholes on Hazelcroft Road 

with a view to resurfacing the entire road as it is in very bad shape. 18/09/2018 09:00

Job 41084736 - Job Closed, 

12×1, 8×0.5, 8×1, 6×1, 5×1.5, 

3×0.2, 1.5×1.5, 5×0.5, 2×1, 

potholes 6 completed on 13/9/18 Enquiry Resolved

11065967 Q44 NWAC 19/6/18 Immal Road

The paths on one side of Immal Road were restored a number of years ago but the 

other side remains to be repaired. Can the Manager submit this repair to next year’s 

Roads department budget? As one of the primary routes to Christ the King church the 

dilapidated state of the unrepaired paths reflect on the overall environment of the 

immediate area. 13/06/2018 11:53 Enquiry Resolved

11065964 Q22 NWAC 19/6/18 around Bon Secours hospital, on Glasnevin Hill

To ask the Manager to address uneven paths around Bon Secours hospital, on 

Glasnevin Hill, to make it safer for patients particularly in wheelchairs 13/06/2018 12:11 Enquiry Resolved

11065962 Q4 NWAC 19/6/18 Clonmel Road when the footpaths on Clonmel Road will be repaired 22/07/2018 11:28

All known defects have been 

added to works list and will be 

done in due course, Enquiry Resolved

11065793 Q105 NWCM 11/6/18 on St Margaret’s Rd at the Lidl roundabout

To ask the Chief Executive for the potholes on St Margaret’s Rd at the Lidl roundabout 

can be repaired. 06/06/2018 09:48

2-Passed to 

Engineer

11065776 Q62 NWCM 11/6/18 Coultry Gardens

To ask the Chief Executive to resurface the roads within Coultry Gardens. The surface 

is in a very bad state with many large potholes 28/06/2018 10:48

All potholes have been 

previously filled , Enquiry Resolved

11065212 Q17 NCAC 21/5/18

Griffith Avenue (from junction with Malahide 

Road and Drumcondra Road) Dublin 9.

"“Can the Manager please refer to tarmac/concreted area at (details supplied) and  

1.Confirm that the residents outside whose houses the works were carried out were 

consulted in the matter

2.Explain the reasoning behind the works and as my constituent feels the paving 

looked better (i.e. the original concrete path) the way it was. 

3.Say if he is aware of the contrast between the east and west ends of details 

attached - with the west end looking pretty shabby and say what can be done to 

improve the general appearance and upkeep of same.”

" 29/06/2018 09:55 reply sent Enquiry Resolved

11064955 Q74 NWAC 15/5/18 at the roundabout at Lidl on St Margaret’s Road If the potholes at the roundabout at Lidl on St Margaret’s Road can be repaired 06/11/2018 11:15

Job 41078565 - 16-Work 

Completed - Site Clear, Were 

done by after hours crew 8-Job Completed



11064954 Q62 NWAC 15/5/18 outside 58 Clune Road Repair the pavement outside 58 Clune Road 19/06/2018 14:33

This is on a works list and will be 

done in due course, Enquiry Resolved

11064953 Q61 NWAC 15/5/18

outside 156 Ballygall Parade at St Canices 

School

To ask the Manager to investigate the pothole outside 156 Ballygall Parade at St 

Canices School has reopened and is causing a danger to school children who have 

been hit with some of the loose chippings from passing cars. 04/09/2018 14:10 Pothole filled previously , Enquiry Resolved

11064952 Q60 NWAC 15/5/18

Dean Swift Road on the odd house numbers 

side Repair the footpath 20/07/2018 12:50

All known defects have been 

added to works list and will be 

done in due course, Enquiry Resolved

11064951 Q58 NWAC 15/5/18

"1.Intersection of Ratoath Road and Tolka 

Valley Road 

2.Exit gate from Cardiffbridge Park at 

intersection of River Road with Ratoath Road 

	and across road to the gate of housing at 

Royal Canal Park

3.River road paths leading up to the shops and 

canal

" Install ramps/dishing for wheelchair users at the following locations 09/05/2018 10:50

This matter has been referred to 

Traffic. Enquiry Resolved

11064950 Q55 NWAC 15/5/18 outside no.4 Casement Park

Arrange to fix the badly damaged pathway outside no.4 Casement Park due to tree 

roots.  A number of people have already tripped at this location such is the severity of 

the damage. See below photos 10/08/2018 12:35

Job 41079979 - Job Closed, Job 

has been allocated to Work 

Crew Enquiry Resolved

11064949 Q54 NWAC 15/5/18 outside no.30 Cappagh Avenue

arrange to fix the badly damaged pathway outside no.30 Cappagh Avenue. This was 

first requested over a year with the pathway rapidly deteriorating. We have had 

numerous reports of falls from residents due to this section of the pathway. 15/05/2018 13:02

This has been previously added 

to works list and will be done in 

due course, Enquiry Resolved

11064945 Q31 NWAC 15/5/18 St Attracta Road to repair the damaged roadway 19/07/2018 11:59

All known potholes have been 

added to works list and while 

some have been repaired 

previously others will be done in 

due course, Enquiry Resolved

11064944 Q25 NWAC 15/5/18 Darling Estate repair the damaged footpaths 23/05/2018 11:15

All known defects have been 

previously added to works list 

and will be done in due course, Enquiry Resolved

11064943 Q19 NWAC 15/5/18 Gortbeg Park

"To ask the Manager to arrange for the pavements at a location (Details supplied) that 

	were excavated to repair burst water mains earlier in the year to be restored to their 

	original condition as the temporary surface poses trip hazards.

" 09/05/2018 10:18 Enquiry Resolved

11064942 Q12 NWAC 15/5/18

at the Swords Road end of Shanowen Road, 

turning right onto Swords Road to the flyover

To ask the Manager (details supplied) in light of the planned building work in the area, 

if he will arrange for potholes at a location to be repaired before the anticipated arrival 

of heavy machinery causes the road to deteriorate further 29/08/2018 16:09

This area has been dressed by 

hotbox some weeks ago Enquiry Resolved

11064940 Q6 NWAC 15/5/18 Larkhill for an update when the footpaths in Larkhill are going to be repaired 09/05/2018 10:11 Enquiry Resolved

11064375 Q55 NWAC 17/4/18 at the bus stop outside Avila Park

to arrange for an inspection of the road/drainage at the bus stop outside Avila Park 

and bus stop near 260 Cappagh Road. Large pools of water remain at both stops after 

any rain. 02/05/2018 11:42

Road Maintenance has passed 

on the matter to Drainage for 

assessment of works required. Enquiry Resolved

11064156 Q69 NWAC 17/4/18 bus lane on Mobhi Road

can a site inspection and action plan for road resurface to bus lane on Mobhi Road be 

reported to me? 16/04/2018 10:07 Enquiry Resolved

11064154 Q68 NWAC 17/4/18 from Bantry Road to Mobhi Road. can the road be resurfaced in damaged spots 28/07/2018 08:15

Job 41079978 - 05-Job 

Scheduled, Job has been 

allocated to Work Crew 

7-Job Passed to 

Crew

11064153 Q62 NWAC 17/4/18 17 Wellmount Court to arrange for repair to path outside of 17 Wellmount Court  this is very dangerous. 25/07/2018 12:46

This has been previously added 

to works list and will be done in 

due course, Enquiry Resolved

11064152 Q60 NWAC 17/4/18 between 2 Mellows Road and the roundabout

to say when works are to be carried out on the footpath between 2 Mellows Road and 

the roundabout. This part of the path is in a particularly bad condition and needs 

urgent attention. 27/04/2018 08:36 Job 41077687 - 01-Job Raised 6-Job Raised

11064151 Q56 NWAC 17/4/18 Clune Road when he can envisage the footpaths on Clune Road to be re-instated? 19/07/2018 09:58

All known defects have been 

added to works list previously 

and will be done in due course, Enquiry Resolved



11064150 Q47 NWAC 17/4/18 New Cabra Road

if the Road Maintenance department can comment on the pothole damage to the 

recently completed road resurfacing on the New Cabra Road? 16/04/2018 10:04 Enquiry Resolved

11064148 Q36 NWAC 17/4/18 at the Bogies Roundabout on Ratoath Road If the pothole at the Bogies Roundabout on Ratoath Road can be repaired 05/09/2018 11:06

Roundabout getting resurfaced 

on inspection Enquiry Resolved

11064145 Q26 NWAC 17/4/18

Kildonan Road, Finglas just before the right turn 

onto Barry Road.

To ask the Manager if he will have the ramps at a location (Details supplied) 

examined, as the ramp on the left hand side is reportedly higher than the rest and is 

damaging cars which drive over it? 10/05/2018 08:45 Enquiry Resolved

11064144 Q25 NWAC 17/4/18

Collins Avenue, from the traffic lights at St. 

Aidan’s CBS as far as the junction with the 

Swords Road To ask the Manager if he will have the section of a road (details supplied) repaired? 04/05/2018 08:10 this has been previously done , Enquiry Resolved

11064143 Q24 NWAC 17/4/18

McKee Avenue, Finglas just up from the 

SuperValu Car Park.

"To ask the Manager if he will have road repairs carried on the section of a road 

(Details Supplied) where the road was previously dug up by contractors and never 

properly re-instated despite temporary repairs having been carried out on a number of 

occasions?

" 16/04/2018 09:58 Enquiry Resolved

11064141 Q22 NWAC 17/4/18

Wellmount Park, Finglas, in particular the paths 

facing the health centre

To ask the Manager if he will have repairs carried out to the footpaths at a location 

(Details Supplied) as many older residents are finding it difficult to walk on them? 31/10/2018 09:48

All major defects have been 

made safe this area has been 

put foward to be concidered in 

the 2019 works programme, Enquiry Resolved

11064139 Q11 NWAC 17/4/18 outside 70 and 99 Ventry Park

to have the damaged roadway replaced outside 99 Ventry Park and the pathway fixed 

outside number 70 on the same road 02/10/2018 15:19

Resolved - No 

Further Action

11064137 Q78 NWAC 17/4/18

at the entrance to DCU sports ground at 

Glasnevin lawn tennis club. Can the manager repair the pothole 03/09/2018 14:54

No pothole at this location on 

inspection, tar in place at 

entrance as per picture,but this 

is private landing Enquiry Resolved

11064076 Q34 NWAC 20/3/18 Kinvara and Ashington Avenues

to have the grass verges on Kinvara and Ashington Avenues restored where they are 

damaged. 16/04/2018 13:49

All grass margins are in good 

condition at these locations,

Resolved - No 

Further Action

11064066 Q13 NCAC 16/4/18

1) The top of Griffith Ave, at the Malahide Rd 

junction

2) The Howth Rd at the junction of All Saints Rd The street name signage is no longer visible at, Can the same be replaced 26/04/2018 10:18

Job 41067294 - 01-Job Raised, 

Defect Job created via 

Connector 6-Job Raised

11064026 Q128 NWCM 9/4/18 Barry Park & Barry Drive

To ask the Chief Executive to replace the speed ramps in Barry Park and Barry Drive 

in Dublin 11. 01/10/2018 08:50

Resolved - No 

Further Action

11063401 Q78 NWAC 20/3/18 outside 208 - 210 Glasanaon Road

can the council please arrange to repair the pothole outside 208 - 210 Glasanaon 

Road , this gentlemen's new tyre burst when he drove over it this week 18/09/2018 08:58

Job 41084735 - Job Closed, 

2×1, 1.5×1.5, 2×0.5, 2×0.5, 

potholes 4 completed on 12/9/18 Enquiry Resolved

11063400 Q75 NWAC 20/3/18 outside 24 Shanliss Road, Dublin 9 Footpath outside 24 Shanliss Road Dublin 9 that is in need of repair 18/06/2018 10:45

No obvious damage at this 

location, Enquiry Resolved

11063399 Q74 NWAC 20/3/18 outside 22 Finglas Park

"To ask the Manager what the delay is repairing (details supplied) 

Details:  the large hole in the pavement outside 22 Finglas Park

" 09/03/2018 10:02 Enquiry Resolved

11063397 Q62 NWAC 20/3/18

at the Bus Stop at the WFTRA Hall on Mellows 

Road

To ask the Manager to arrange for the road and footpath at the Bus Stop at the 

WFTRA Hall on Mellows Road to be re-surfaced. This area has been continuously 

spot fixed for years and continuously breaks up so a proper re-instatement is needed. 20/04/2018 09:51 Previously done, Enquiry Resolved

11063396 Q60 NWAC 20/3/18 outside of 22 Hazelcroft Road, Finglas South

if he intends to concrete the green area outside of 22 Hazelcroft Road, Finglas South. 

Folio Number DN4021. The resident here has requested this be done to prevent 

motorbikes from spraying muck and stones onto her home. 12/03/2018 09:10 Enquiry Resolved

11063392 Q54 NWAC 20/3/18

St Pappin’s Road, Clonmel Road and the 

Wadelai estate

if the path repairs in general where a tree has raised the path to a dangerous level are 

being prioritised for repair? Can the manager comment specifically on a number of 

locations which have been reported on St Pappin’s Road, Clonmel Road and the 

Wadelai estate in general where some parts are very bad. It was indicated that this 

area was being considered for the schedule of works for 2018 but it does not appear 

on the list that was provided at last month’s area committee 20/04/2018 09:10

All major defects recorded have 

been added to works list and will 

be done in due course, Enquiry Resolved



11063391 Q53 NWAC 20/3/18 outside 25 and 26 Hollywell

to arrange for the path outside 25 and 26 Hollywell to be replaced as there are huge 

cracks in it. Pyrite was discovered in houses nearby and there is a possibility pyrite 

may be the cause. 18/09/2018 09:31 Job raised 41085536 6-Job Raised

11063390 Q46 NWAC 20/3/18

just past the junction of Burren Court and Carrig 

Road

replace the bollards at the waste ground just past the junction of Burren Court and 

Carrig Road to prevent cars from driving up on it. 12/03/2018 08:36 Enquiry Resolved

11063389 Q43 NWAC 20/3/18 Dingle Road & across from number 65

to repair damaged speed ramps on Dingle Road and to address urgently the widening 

gap between the path and the road across from number 65 23/11/2018 09:53

This is on a works list and will be 

done in due course, 6-Job Raised

11063388 Q12 NWAC 20/3/18 Shanliss Road

To ask the Manager if he will arrange for a cross-departmental plan to be put in place 

to ensure that the grass verges at a location (Details Supplied)are maintained and the 

parking that causes their deterioration is minimised. 24/10/2018 15:21

Job 41085358 - Job Closed, Job 

has been allocated to Work 

Crew Enquiry Resolved

11063387 Q11 NWAC 20/3/18 Shanard Avenue

To ask the Manager if he will arrange for the footpaths at a location (Details Supplied) 

to be re-instated, as they are in a poor state, and particularly difficult for older people 

to walk on. 30/08/2018 09:51

Multiple areas on this street 

marked for contract works Enquiry Resolved

11063386 Q9 NWAC 20/3/18 Ard na Meala on Balbutcher lane

to repair the huge pothole at Ar na Meala on Balbutcher lane which is extremely 

dangerous it is so big and to give a date when this will be done? 10/08/2018 12:42

Job 41081976 - Job Closed, Job 

has been allocated to Work 

Crew Enquiry Resolved

11063385 Q5 NWAC 20/3/18

on the green space in front of the houses on 

Balbutcher Drive.

to repair the damage done by lorries and trucks on the green space in front of the 

houses on Balbutcher Drive. 31/07/2018 13:52

Council Question also sent to 

CRA. Enquiry Resolved

11063384 Q82 NWAC 20/3/18 Griffith Avenue outside Beresford Estate

to repair the pothole that has reopened on Griffith Avenue outside Beresford Estate as 

a result of the snow 12/05/2018 15:08

Job 41077030 - Job Closed, Job 

has been allocated to Work 

Crew Enquiry Resolved

11063306 Q91 NCAC 12/3/18 Griffith Avenue

Can the Manager confirm when the cycle path facilities on Griffith Avenue were last 

upgraded? Has there even been a “pedestrians and cyclists first” approach taken to 

an upgrade of this nature? Which section within DCC would be responsible for 

advancing a project of this nature? 26/03/2018 15:22 Enquiry Resolved

11063279 Q104 NCCM 5/3/18 No’s 11 to 13 Griffith Avenue, Dublin 3

"•Comprehensive reinstatement of the tar macadam area between the footpath and 

the boundary walls of No. 12 and no 13

•Repair of the timber-based verge protection outside No. 12 and installation of similar 

verge protection outside No. 11

" 29/06/2018 14:20 Enquiry Resolved

11063245 Q48 NWCM 5/3/18 Silloge, Ballymun

for a timescale and details of the all the works taking place in Silloge Ballymun in 

relation to Drainage works and footpath replacement. 05/03/2018 09:21 Enquiry Resolved

11062887 Q25 NWAC 20/2/18

Cappagh Road between Cardiffsbridge Road 

and Finglaswood Road

To have the damage on the surface of Cappagh Road between Cardiffsbridge Road 

and Finglaswood Road repaired. Also could the ramps be repainted and repaired. 27/03/2018 08:15

Job 41076062 - 05-Job 

Scheduled, Job has been 

allocated to Work Crew 

7-Job Passed to 

Crew

11062715 Q1 NWCM 5/3/18 the entrance to Willows FC in Dublin 11.

To ask the Chief Executive to install dishing at the entrance to Willows FC in Dublin 

11. There is a high path to be crossed to gain access for cars turning in off the road 

which is causing people to accelerate on approach, potentially endangering young 

children and coaching staff (details supplied)

15/02/2018 09:51 Enquiry Resolved

11062675 Q67 NWAC 20/2/18

Drumcondra Road opposite St Pats school, 

from Tesco to Insomnia

ask the Area Manager if he will as a matter of safety agree to communicate with 

landlords of the strip of shops at Drumcondra Road opposite St Pats school, from 

Tesco to Insomnia to reinstate the footpaths immediately. There have been very nasty 

falls here over the years the pavement is a hazard and not fit for purpose never mind 

the high volumes of footfall using this retail area. 15/02/2018 09:46 Enquiry Resolved

11062673 Q48 NWAC 20/2/18 Glasanaon Road

To ask the Manager to arrange for a full inspection of Glasanaon Road.There are 

damaged ramps along the road and potholes also. Can the Manager say when this 

road was last re-surfaced? 28/03/2018 10:24

Most ramps have already been 

resurfaced and remaining ramps 

have been added to list of works 

for hotbox and will be done in 

due course, Enquiry Resolved

11062672 Q32 NWAC 20/2/18 Liscannor Road to fix the damaged speed ramps on Liscannor Road 16/02/2018 08:05

this is on works list attached to 

previous enquiry, Enquiry Resolved

11062671 Q27 NWAC 20/2/18 River Road if there are any plans to upgrade River Road 15/02/2018 09:46 Enquiry Resolved

11062669 Q81 NWAC 20/2/18 Griffith Road, towards Griffith Close

Are the remaining pavements on Griffith Road, towards Griffith Close, due to be 

repaired this year under the programme of works? 13/06/2018 09:14

All defects have been added to 

works list and will be done in due 

course, Enquiry Resolved

11062608 ITEM 4D NWAC 20/2/18 Grove Park Drive, Crescent and Avenue 3. Effective Speed Ramps to be erected on Drive, Crescent and Avenue 08/02/2018 11:31

The installation of  speed ramps 

is not a matter for Road 

Maintenance Enquiry Resolved



11062607 ITEM10J NWAC 20/2/18 Wadeli Road, Wadeli Green and Clonmel Road

That the manager puts together a schedule for the repair of footpaths in Wadeli Road, 

Wadeli Green and Clonmel Road and has a look at some of the trees to access their 

suitability for the area. This will be done in conjunction with residents if any decisions 

are made. 23/04/2018 15:19 Enquiry Resolved

11062224 Q134 NCCM 5/2/18

to the front of the retail strip from Tesco to 

Insomnia on the main Drumcondra road 

opposite Saint Pats School and DCU

conduct a site visit and audit on the condition of all pavements to the front of the retail 

strip from Tesco to Insomnia on the main Drumcondra road opposite Saint Pats 

School and DCU. Apparently the first 1.8 m is not DCC responsibility can this be 

clarified. Can those responsible for the very dangerous condition of pavements 

outside their premises be communicated with by DCC. Can the survey / audit be 

presented to all responsible with recommendations and actions to be taken. 03/12/2018 10:36 conider for 2019 works program

4-Inspection 

Completed

11061485 Q62 NWAC 16/1/18 at the rear of 12 Ard Na Mealia

"2 The Grass area needs to be reinstated 

3 The kerbing around the grass area to be reinstated

" 11/01/2018 10:42 Enquiry Resolved

11061484 Q60 NWAC 16/1/18 outside 3, 5 and 7 Deanstown Road to repair the pavement outside 3, 5 and 7 Deanstown Road 16/01/2018 16:21 Job 41071593 - 01-Job Raised 6-Job Raised

11061483 Q56 NWAC 16/1/18

at the entrance to Burnside at Magenta 

Crescent

To ask the Manager to fix the broken footpath at the entrance to Burnside at Magenta 

Crescent 22/01/2018 09:58

Job 41071657 - 16-Work 

Completed - Site Clear, Job has 

been allocated to Work Crew 8-Job Completed

11061480 Q53 NWAC 16/1/18 at the corner of Hollybank Road and Iona Road

"To ask the Manager to repair the footpath at the corner of Hollybank Road and Iona 

	Road. I’ve had a report from an elderly resident who tripped on the path at this location

" 24/01/2018 11:37

Need exact address as there is 

no obvious defect at this 

location, Enquiry Resolved

11061479 Q47 NWAC 16/1/18 at the post-box on Shanowen Avenue

To ask the Manager to fix the footpath at the post-box on Shanowen Avenue. I’ve had 

a report from an elderly resident who tripped on the path at this location 26/01/2018 08:20 Job 41072263 - 01-Job Raised 6-Job Raised

11061478 Q42 NWAC 16/1/18 Wellmount Crescent and Green

To ask the Manager if it is possible to include the Wellmount Crescent and Green in 

the works programme for 2018. 11/01/2018 10:12 Enquiry Resolved

11061477 Q40 NWAC 16/1/18 outside number 44 Dunsink Drive

for the hole on the green area outside number 44 Dunsink Drive be looked at 

immediately as there has been a number of accidents here recently. 01/10/2018 08:55

Resolved - No 

Further Action

11061476 Q39 NWAC 16/1/18 Dunsink Drive

To ask the Manager to arrange for an inspection of the footpaths at Dunsink Drive 

which are in a poor condition for many years and have been reported on numerous 

occasions over the years. 19/01/2018 04:52 Enquiry Resolved

11061475 Q33 NWAC 16/1/18 Kinvara Ave/Ashington Avenue

To have the roads of Kinvara Ave/Ashington Avenue  inspected and any repairs to 

potholes carried out. 16/01/2018 10:02

All pothole on these roads have 

been previously added to works 

list and will be done in due 

course, Enquiry Resolved

11061474 Q16 NWAC 16/1/18 Poppintree Courts the plans for replacing slabs in the Poppintree Courts in 2018 11/01/2018 10:02 Enquiry Resolved

11061473 Q10 NWAC 16/1/18 at the entrance to Broombridge train station. to repair the damaged footpaths at the entrance to Broombridge train station. 16/01/2018 09:41

Footpath has been renewed 

upto enterance at broombridge 

trainstation,

Resolved - No 

Further Action

11061472 Q6 NWAC 16/1/18 Blackhorse Avenue. what is the timescale for the completion of Road works on Blackhorse Avenue. 11/01/2018 09:58 Enquiry Resolved

11061471 Q3 NWAC 16/1/18 o/s 87 Nephin Road to repair the damaged road surface on Nephin Road outside number 87. 16/01/2018 16:20 Job 41071592 - 01-Job Raised 6-Job Raised




